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Abstract
Many industrial and commercial applications today are beginning to use autonomous
systems to increase productivity and cut costs in production and manpower. Most of these
applications are only semi-autonomous; they still need assistance from a human to either start up
or receive continual instructions. With the improvement of image processing techniques, camera
processing capabilities and more efficient vehicles, a new wave of fully autonomous vehicles can
be implemented. A simple system that uses a dedicated image processor connected to an RC
vehicle can be developed to provide an example for the new techniques currently available. The
Pixycam, a dedicated color-hue image processing camera, can be used to allow an RC vehicle to
track colored objects autonomously.
The results of this system show that the combination of the Pixycam and an RC vehicle
can be used to successfully track and follow colored objects in well-lit environments. In order to
demonstrate this system and its different capabilities, MATLAB and Pixymon were used to
simulate and compare the image processing power of the camera. The final system and colored
objects were then used to move the vehicle around on a flat surface testing the responsiveness of
the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem: Object Tracking with Complex Image Processing
Many industrial and commercial applications are beginning to use autonomous vehicles
on a small scale. However, the growth of autonomous vehicles is hampered by the processing
power and ‘life-like’ abilities of the system. One of the main abilities required for an autonomous
vehicle to function like a human being is to be able to take in an image and understand the
information that can be taken from it. Currently, many systems that could be converted to fully
autonomous systems are still partially controlled by a human from a remote location, i.e. drones
and construction vehicles. The problem with image processing is that there are so many different
ways to look at images and deduce relevant information from the processed image. However, as
An, Kim and Han state in [6], “the improvement of high-powered computers and the
proliferation of high quality, low cost video cameras have generated a great deal of interest in the
object-tracking field”.
To fix the problem of inadequate processed images, a specific image process can be
defined in order to create a common-place strategy for autonomous systems. One of the simpler
image processing techniques uses color hue image processing to discern where objects are in the
frame and then can be tracked from there. This mode may not be applicable to all applications,
but a color-code feature could be added to the objects needing to be tracked in order to widen the
scope of this application.
1.2 Thesis Statement
It is the goal of this research to develop an autonomous vehicle that uses a dedicated
image processing system as well as a small model RC vehicle in order to track objects. The
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equivalent system will be an autonomous vehicle capable of navigating through an area while
maintaining a close tracking distance of the given object.

1.3 Approach
In order to increase the optimization of the system, a dedicated image processor was used
alongside the developed RC vehicle. The dedicated image processor is a Pixy camera and was
tested alone in order to understand the functionality of the color detection. After extensive testing
on the camera, a MATLAB script was developed in order to emulate the cameras function. The
MATLAB script was tested in order to check the capability of multiple object color detection in
still-frame and single object tracking in multiple-frame, or video style, processing. The Pixy
camera can process 50 frames per second and is based off of color hue detection. The camera can
be taught 7 different color signatures; however, only one signature can be used when tracking an
object. The camera can communicate with a processor in several different ways, but for this
application, analog communication was chosen. The camera reports the x-axis location of the
center of the largest object for the color that is being tracked. The location is then translated to an
analog voltage from 0-3.3V with 0V being on the left side of the frame. Once this value has been
received by the processor, directional decision can be made in order to follow the object.
After sufficient simulation had been completed, the camera and the vehicle were
integrated to test the physical application of the system. The full scope of the system was tested
by exploring the range of the camera on all in all four main directions: right, left, up and ahead.
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the system. The input from the camera, along with
information from the sensors, comes into the processor in order to make decisions. After
decisions are made, the output is sent to the servo motors to drive the vehicle. The three LED’s
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serve as warning lights for when an object gets too close to the vehicle, before the vehicle is
forced to stop.

Figure 1: Functional Block Diagram

1.4 Potential Impact
The dedicated image processor and separate overall processor system can be adapted to
work in many different applications. Due to the size of the camera and the need for sufficient
lighting and color distinction, the applications would be limited to smaller size industrial or
commercial applications. A practical example could be used in a grocery store; by modifying the
grocery cart with motors and the camera, the cart could be developed to follow an elderly person
wearing a distinct color jacket through the store. This would help relieve them from having to
push the cart around and could allow for handicap people to stay in their walker/wheelchair.
1.5 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized into five chapters. The first is an introductory chapter including
basic information regarding the reasoning for the proposed thesis, the approach in researching
University of Arkansas
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the proposition, and its potential impact. The second chapter provides background information
regarding the theory behind image processing, as well as the decision logic and RC system. The
third chapter involves simulations of the color detection algorithms as compared to the Pixy
processed images. The fourth chapter carries these simulations over to the physical system which
inspired the thesis, and the analysis associated with the success of the design. The last chapter
draws conclusion based on the research.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Image Processing
Image Processing is an up and coming field that uses the arrays of data in an image in
order to discern different things about the image. Through different image processing techniques,
objects can be detected and isolated in the frame, noise can be removed, and images can be
fused, smoothed and sharpened. The image is typically treated as a 2-D array and then signal
processing is applied to the array. Imaging processing can be a very difficult task to accomplish
because of the variance accompanied with lighting changes, shading, glare and white out. For the
purposes of this thesis, the main focus on image processing is based on detecting moving objects.
The goal of detecting moving objects is to find the regions that are moving in two different
images and then save this grouping in a binary mask [2]. Moving object detection can be further
expanded to 3-D by considering the depth estimation for a still frame and calculating the new
depth estimation and subtracting the two into a binary image where the moving object has a
depth value smaller than the depth of the original image [3]. This means that the original image
had a set distance from the camera to a background plane for each pixel value location and when
a new object comes into the frame, the distance from the camera to that pixel location is smaller
than the original and a binary image can be created of the differences.

2.2 Color Hue Image Processing
Image processing can be further expanded to 3-D when looking at a colored image. The
2-D image now has three separate arrays for the main color scheme, depending on how the
image data is extracted. Typically, it is extracted into a RGB scheme that contains the values of
the primary colors, from 0 to 255, that create the full image. Once the image data has been
University of Arkansas
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extracted, the three color schemes can be manipulated to extract the wanted data. According to
Trémeau, many applications use “color features to compare or match objects through similarity
metrics” [5]. To expand this idea to color object detection, an easy way to locate solid color
objects that differ greatly from their surroundings is to take each 2-D array to its grayscale image
and subtract the grayscale from the current color image. This grayscale image contains 90% of
the edge information for a given object and can be very useful in finding the edge of the objects
[4]. In other words, if a red object is in the frame, the grayscale image would be subtracted from
the 2-D array containing the red values. This process isolates each individual color of the original
image. After each primary color is isolated, a filter is applied to the new 2-D image in order to
remove the noise. Finally, the image can be taken to black and white where everything except for
the primary color will be black, and the primary color will show as white. Once the black-andwhite image has been created for each primary color, the same technique can be applied to
intermediate colors as well. After all of the necessary colors have been converted to their blackand-white (binary) image each color is added together to get a final binary image. With a binary
image, regular image processing techniques, like edge-detection, can be applied. Using an edgedetection method on the binary image will outline each color and then the edge-detected image
can be overlaid over the original image to show the outline of each color object.

2.3 Autonomous Vehicles
An autonomous vehicle is any vehicle that can perform a task on its own without
constant human interaction. These vehicles can be used to perform many different functions,
from moving around a shop facility gathering parts for workers to flying the skies and
monitoring weather conditions or scouting land with a camera. Due to the wide range of
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applications for autonomous vehicles, they will become very helpful in the near future by
allowing humans to spend more time gaining knowledge and inventing new systems rather than
performing mundane tasks repeatedly. The autonomous vehicle would seemingly take jobs away
from a human, but it also allows the human to remain in a safer environment and not cause harm
to themselves or others. Furthermore, autonomous systems can be paired with image processing
systems in order to allow the vehicle some sense of thinking and detection, further increasing
their capability to work.
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3. MATLAB/SIMULINK SIMULATIONS
3.1 Still-Frame Image Processing
In order to demonstrate the method discussed earlier in color hue image detection, a
MATLAB script file was developed to show each step along the way. An image was taken with
the Pixycam and used to demonstrate the capabilities of the camera as well as the accompanying
MATLAB code. Figure 2 shows the conceptual process behind the MATLAB code used to
process an image. The process is described in the following pages and figures are presented to
show each step in the process.

Figure 2: MATLAB Conceptual Flowchart
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Figure 3: Pixycam Raw Image

Figure 3 shows the image that was taken with the Pixycam. From the image, it is visible
that three separate objects are in the frame; one distinct red object and two yellow objects that
are similar in color to the table. In order to begin the process, the red and yellow objects must be
located within the frame. The first step in isolating each image is to subtract the grayscale image
from the primary color array. Figure 4 shows the results of performing this.
As you can see in this image, all of the red is shown, with a little blob at the bottom from
the glare on the original image. Next, the filter was applied and the image was converted to
binary. Figure 5 shows the binary image of the red object. It is noticeable that the entire object
was found, along with some extra blobs off of the side of the box that were surrounded by the
shadow. The main object was found by forcing the blob size to be over 75 pixels in area, thereby
further reducing the noise caused from issues like these. This process was followed for each
color in succession.

Figure 4: Grayscale subtracted from Red array
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Figure 5: Binary image of the Red object

Figure 6: Final binary image of the Original

After each color has been isolated, the final binary images were added together to
produce Figure 6. In this figure, it is visible that shading and glare had a large effect on the
image. The two yellow objects that were similar in color to the table had to have such a high
threshold when moving to the binary image that it separated the object by its shading and the
glare spots in the center of the objects. The glare also spilled onto the table, thereby ‘increasing’
the size of the object, as seen in the yellow box on the bottom of the image. After the binary
image is created, the edge detection is performed. Figure 7 shows the results of edge detection, it
simply outlines the white from the binary image and removes the filling of the object.
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Figure 7: Edge detected image

Figure 8: Original Image with the overlay

Figure 8 shows the original image overlaid by the edge-detection processed image. For
the most part, the objects were well detected. Each object has a defined border that correlates to
the actual border, except for the two run over spots from the table. In order to improve the
outcome of the image, a separate blob detection loop was run to correlate closer to the processed
image of the Pixycam. Figure 9 shows the improved image, where each object over size 100 is
outlined and labeled. Figure 10 shows the final Pixycam image to compare. From the two
images, it is noticeable that each outlines the objects in a solid box. The Pixycam image is better
defined because it color defines each object and doesn’t pick up parts of the table next to the box.
Overall, both images show the same idea of defining a region for the objects.
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Figure 9: Final MATLAB Image

Figure 10: Processed Pixycam Image

In order to help the validity of the MATLAB code, a separate image with good color
definitions was taken off of the internet and the same script file was run on that image. Figure 11
shows the original image and Figure 12 shows the processed image. From these two figures, it is
obvious that with a good quality image, the MATLAB script performs as it is expected. The only
color that does not get outlined is the brown M&M’s, which could be detected if a brown scheme
was added to the script.
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Figure 11: Original Unprocessed Image – Second Example [1]

Figure 12: MATLAB Processed Image – Second Example
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3.2 Video Image Processing
In order to expand the MATLAB script to operate like the camera does in real-time, a
grouping of still-frame images that model a video were used. The images are run through the
same script file as the still-frame images, except that a loop was added in order to process all of
the images at one time. A simple case was considered for the first test. A red box was moved
across a white while to ensure that the program could track it the whole way. Figures 13 thru 18
show the movement of the object across the screen. The object starts in the lower left corner and
moves to the upper right corner as the images progress. The first image is blown up in order to
show exactly what the original test case looks like, and subsequent images are reduced. This
simple case shows that MATLAB is able to track objects across a diagonal as if a video was
being processed. The noise from shadows and the arm do not affect the outcome of the image,
only the box is detected as the object being tracked.

Figure 13: White Wall Processing, Original Test Image
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Figure 14: Object Moved just left and below Center

Figure 15: Object moved to Center

Figure 16: Object moved just right and above Center

Figure 17: Object moved right and up

Figure 18: Object moved to Upper Right Corner

In order to test the increased capability of MATLAB, the same test was run in a noisy
background. The background includes visible lighting fixtures, multiple desks with computer and
hardware, as well as miscellaneous items. Figure 19 shows the two objects of interest in the
noisy test environment. This image has the unprocessed image on the top and the processed
image on the bottom in order to show MATLAB filtering out the extra noise and isolating the
objects. Table 1 shows the movement of the two objects across the screen. The objects move
from the right side of the image to the left side of the image. Each object is isolated and labeled,
and they keep the same label as they move. Only the original image contains the dual images, the
subsequent images only contain the processed image. In order to track the objects, each image is
referenced by its (x,y) location of the upper left corner of the red object in the caption. This
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location was selected because its RGB values are 255,255,255 and therefore makes tracking that
location easy due to the consistent value in each image.

Figure 19: Noisy Test Case, Original Image (Location: 200, 82)
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Object moved left by 9 pixels (191,80)

Object moved left by 20 pixels (114,83)

Object moved left by 21 pixels (170,80)

Object moved left by 24 pixels (90,83)

Object moved left by 18 pixels (152,80)

Object moved left by 13 pixels (77, 82)

Object moved left by 18 pixels (134,80)
Object moved left by 13 pixels (64,85)
Table 1: Noisy Image Processing - Movement Tracking
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4. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS
4.1 Physical System with Camera on top of Vehicle & Setup
In order to test the camera with a physical model, the camera was connected to a small
servo-drive car that was developed for the application. The car has a servo for each of the four
wheels and uses a PIC18f2420 to drive the servos off of the analog signal from the camera. The
car also includes three sensors that aid in stopping the vehicle from running into an object. In
order to split the power consumption for the entire system, two separate battery packs were used.
One pack, using 4 AA batteries, powers the four servos, and a 7.2V 3000mAh pack powers the
PCB, sensors and camera. The physical size of the car is 10” x 7 ¼” x 4” and the camera adds
another three inches on top of the enclosure for the car. Figure 20 shows an original model of the
car with the camera placed on top of the vehicle.

Figure 20: Front of Car with Pixy Camera mounted
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To test the vehicle, a set of steps are required for correct power up and initialization of
the system. Once the power up procedure has been followed, the object can be moved in front of
the camera and the vehicle will start tracking the object.
1. Turn the black switch to the on position. This applies power to the servos.
2. Turn the metal switch to the on position, it should lock in place. The third position is
a momentary on and will not do anything to the vehicle. This applies power to the
PCB and camera.
3. At first, the object to be tracked should not be in front of the vehicle. On power up,
the camera light will flash on and off and then stay off. At this point, testing can be
commenced.
If the camera has not been taught an object, there is two ways to teach the camera the
object. The first way is to connect the camera to a computer with a mini-usb that has the program
PixyMon installed and use the program to teach it a color signature. The second way is to use the
white pushbutton on top of the camera. Hold the object in front of the camera and push the
pushbutton down until the white light shows, letting you know you can teach it an object, and
then wait for the next color to show up. Typically, the first color is red, but that only means that
‘signature one’ is being set, not necessarily that the object being tracked is red. As the
pushbutton is held down, it will continue to track through the signature settings and you can
release the pushbutton at any of the 7 settings and it will teach the color to that signature.
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4.2 Test Cases
In order to achieve quality results, the tracking regions were set up into three separate
regions: right, forward, and left. As explained previously, the camera sends a signal from 0-3.3V
depending on where the object is in the frame. Due to signal noise on the low end, the processor
splits the three regions into 0.1V – 1.29V, 1.29V – 2.09V, and 2.09 - 3.3V. The three regions had
to be created large enough in order to not overlap, but the large regions also keep the object from
following straight behind the object. This causes the system to have a small amount of drift but it
can re-correct itself as soon as it moves into the next region.
In order to verify the robustness of the system, three different tests were run. First, the car
was simply tested to see how well the vehicle can follow a red object that is roughly 7” x 4” x 3”.
The car was tested indoors, in a long hallway with a flat testing site and continuous lighting. A
video was taken that shows the car just after power up and then runs through turning the vehicle
both directions and pulling the object farther and farther away from the system. In figures 21 and
22, the vehicle is shown at different stages of following the object. In order to provide a
reference for the images, the images are taken from right above the object being tracked. From
the figures, it is visible that the camera has a wide range of tracking ability and the car has fairly
responsive maneuvering. For this object, the car was capable of continuously following the
object from up to 5 feet away. After this point, the image became noisy and mixed results were
seen. Figure 21 shows the car tracking the object straight in front of it. In order to verify the
camera is working, the LED under the lens lights up when an object is being tracked. Figure 22
shows the object to the left of the vehicle and the vehicle turns to straighten up with the object.
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Figure 21: Object is straight ahead of the Car

Figure 22: Object is off left of the Car

As a second test, the actual range of the camera was tested. The four boundaries of
concern for the camera are as follows: far right, far left, how high above and how far away.
These results were also tested with the same 7” x 4” x 3” red object. From the images, it was
calculated that the camera can detect up to 30° to the right and left and 15° above the camera. It
was also measured that the camera can detect an object as far away as 6 feet; however 5’ 6’’ is
the limit on continuous tracking.
University of Arkansas
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Figure 23: Car is stopped 5cm from Object

Finally, the reaction/stopping ability of the system was tested in order to see the ‘end of
course’ abilities. In order to do this, the red object was placed in front of the vehicle and allowed
the vehicle to approach without moving the object. Figure 23 shows the final state of the vehicle
tracking an object. Due to the sensors on the front of the vehicle, the vehicle stops approximately
5 cm away from the object while the camera was still picking up the object. An issue with the
way the front of the vehicle is set up was discovered though. The sensor is mounted on the lower
part of the car wall at 1 ½” off the ground and the camera lens sits roughly 4 ½” above it. This
distance between sensing components creates a problem in the logic if the object is too high
above the ground. The sensors are used to detect objects so the vehicle doesn’t run into them, but
if the object is at camera level, then the sensor will not pick it up and the vehicle could run into
the object. Furthermore, the reaction capability was tested by moving an object from the left side
of the frame to the right side of the frame in order to determine the speed at which the car could
follow the object at. The object was moved in a straight line across the frame for 6 feet at 2
seconds and was successfully followed by the car, showing the system to be capable of tracking
at 3ft/s. However, with an object moving at 3 ft/s, the car could track it across the frame, but not
continually follow it around. The servo speed is the limiting factor in how fast the vehicle can
track the object around.
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5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
In this thesis, a physical system for tracking objects and following them around was
developed in order to prove the capabilities of tracking vehicles. It was shown that the system
operated as expected and was able to react sufficiently to the object moving within the frame.
The car was able to execute precise 90° turns and moves at 0.4 ft/s.
From the results, it is noted that the speed and efficiency of the vehicle could be
improved by using faster motors. The camera is able to process at 50 frames per second, so the
only limitation would be related to motor speed.
The success of the system to reliably track and follow a single object provides a wide
path for new applications down the road. With an expanded system, a grocery cart following
someone an elderly up and down the aisles without running into them or other people and food
items could be developed.
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B.

MATLAB Source Code

--------------Single Image Processing--------------%Zach Sabey
%Honors Thesis - May 2015
%Advisor - Dr. Roy McCann
I = ('L:\Honors Thesis\Moving Images\White1.png');
%I = 'http://blogs.mathworks.com/images/steve/2010/mms.jpg';
I = imread(I);
%Create the threshold level for each color determined by the lighting
%THRESHOLDS FOR PIXY CAM
redThresh = 0.1;
blueThresh = 0.2;
greenThresh = 0.1;
yThresh = 0.67;
cThresh = 0.1;
mThresh = 0.2;
%THRESHOLDS FOR M&MS
% redThresh = 0.2;
% blueThresh = 0.2;
% greenThresh = 0.1;
% yThresh = 0.15;
% cThresh = 0.1;
% mThresh = 0.2;
%Isolate each individual primary color by subtracting the greyscale off of
% each color array
R = imsubtract(I(:,:,1), rgb2gray(I));
G = imsubtract(I(:,:,2), rgb2gray(I));
B = imsubtract(I(:,:,3), rgb2gray(I));
%Create a similar array for the intermediate colors (Yellow, Cyan, Magenta)
% by adding the R,G,B arrays
Yellow = R+G-B; %For good images
Cyan = G+B-R;
Magenta = R+B-G;
Yellow = I(:,:,1)+I(:,:,2)-I(:,:,3) %For Pixy on Table
%Show just the red image to see how it looks
figure(1)
imshow(R)
%Apply a median filter to get rid of the noise
R2 = medfilt2(R, [3 3]);
figure(2)
imshow(R2)
%Convert the image into binary, the color chosen will show as white,
%everything else will be black
R3 = im2bw(R2, redThresh);
figure(3)
imshow(R3)
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%Repeat the steps for red for the other 5 colors
%Apply a median filter to the main color image, then convert it into
%binary, based on a selected threshold.
B2 = medfilt2(B, [3 3]);
figure(4)
imshow(B2)
figure(5)
B3 = im2bw(B2, blueThresh);
imshow(B3)
G2 = medfilt2(B, [3 3]);
figure(6)
imshow(G2)
figure(7)
G3 = im2bw(G2, greenThresh);
imshow(G3)
Y2 = medfilt2(Yellow, [3 3]);
figure(8)
imshow(Y2)
figure(9)
Y3 = im2bw(Y2, yThresh);
imshow(Y3)
C2 = medfilt2(Cyan, [3 3]);
figure(10)
imshow(C2)
figure(11)
C3 = im2bw(C2, cThresh);
imshow(C3)
M2 = medfilt2(Magenta, [3 3]);
figure(12)
imshow(M2)
figure(13)
M3 = im2bw(M2, mThresh);
imshow(M3)
%Add all of the binary images together to get a final image of the main
% color objects that are being looked at.
Itemp = Y3+R3+B3+G3+C3;
figure(14)
imshow(Itemp)
%Perform edge detection on the binary image, this will allow for easy to
%calculate transitions in order to outline the colors in the original image
%Start edge detection 1 pixel away from the edge on all sides
BW = edge(Itemp);
figure(15)
imshow(BW)
Ifinal = imoverlay(I, BW, [255 255 255]);
figure(16)
imshow(Ifinal)
stats = regionprops(bwlabel(Itemp), 'Area', 'Centroid', 'Perimeter',
'BoundingBox');
BoxesTemp = cat(1,stats.BoundingBox);
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mask = zeros(size(Itemp,1), size(Itemp,2));
Boxes = zeros(1, size(BoxesTemp,2));
index = 1;
for x = 1:size(BoxesTemp,1)
if(stats(x).Area > 100)
Boxes(index,:) = BoxesTemp(x,:);
index=index+1;
end
end
for x = 1:size(Boxes,1)
mask1 = zeros(size(Itemp,1), size(Itemp,2));
starty = round(Boxes(x,1));
stopy = starty+round(Boxes(x,3))-1;
startx = round(Boxes(x,2));
stopx = startx+round(Boxes(x,4))-1;
mask1(startx:stopx,starty:stopy) = 1;
%mask = mask + edge(mask1);
mask = mask + imdilate(edge(mask1,'sobel'),strel('disk',2));
end
Ifinal = imoverlay(I, mask, [255 255 255]);
figure(18)
imshow(Ifinal)
hold on
for x = 1:size(Boxes,1)
mask1 = zeros(size(Itemp,1), size(Itemp,2));
starty = round(Boxes(x,1));
stopy = starty+round(Boxes(x,3))-1;
startx = round(Boxes(x,2));
stopx = startx+round(Boxes(x,4))-1;
temp = text(starty+3,startx+8,strcat(num2str(x)),'color', 'r',
'FontWeight', 'bold');
end
hold off

-----------------------------------------------------------
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---------- Multiple (Video) Image Processing --------------------%Zach Sabey
%Honors Thesis - May 2015
%Advisor - Dr. Roy McCann
%% Multiple Image (psuedo video) processing
% Loop through a set of images with a known count and create a subfigure
% for each image. Produced a processed image alongside the original. Show
% object tracking through labels following the object.
close all
clc
clear
for j = 1:12
num = num2str(j);
Iname = strcat('L:\Honors Thesis\Moving Images\','image',num,'.png');
I = imread(Iname);
%Create the threshold level for each color
% determined by the lighting
redThresh = 0.1;
blueThresh = 0.2;
greenThresh = 0.1;
yThresh = 0.6;
cThresh = 0.1;
mThresh = 0.2;

of

%Isolate each individual primary color by subtracting the greyscale off

% each color array
R = imsubtract(I(:,:,1), rgb2gray(I));
G = imsubtract(I(:,:,2), rgb2gray(I));
B = imsubtract(I(:,:,3), rgb2gray(I));
%Create a similar array for the intermediate colors (Yellow, Cyan,
Magenta)
% by adding the R,G,B arrays
Yellow = R+G-B; %For good images
Cyan = G+B-R;
Magenta = R+B-G;
Yellow = I(:,:,1)+I(:,:,2)-I(:,:,3); %For Pixy on Table
% RED COLOR
%Apply a median filter to get rid of the noise
R2 = medfilt2(R, [3 3]);
%Convert the image into binary, the color chosen will show as white,
%everything else will be black
R3 = im2bw(R2, redThresh);
%Repeat the steps for red for the other 5 colors
%Apply a median filter to the main color image, then convert it into
%binary, based on a selected threshold.
% BLUE COLOR
B2 = medfilt2(B, [3 3]);
B3 = im2bw(B2, blueThresh);
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% GREEN COLOR
G2 = medfilt2(B, [3 3]);
G3 = im2bw(G2, greenThresh);
% YELLOW COLOR
Y2 = medfilt2(Yellow, [3 3]);
Y3 = im2bw(Y2, yThresh);
% CYAN COLOR
C2 = medfilt2(Cyan, [3 3]);
C3 = im2bw(C2, cThresh);
% MAGENTA COLOR
M2 = medfilt2(Magenta, [3 3]);
M3 = im2bw(M2, mThresh);
%Add all of the binary images together to get a final image of the main
% color objects that are being looked at.
Itemp = Y3+R3+B3+G3+C3;
%Perform edge detection on the binary image, this will allow for easy to
%calculate transitions in order to outline the colors in the original
image
%Start edge detection 1 pixel away from the edge on all sides
BW = edge(Itemp);
Ifinal = imoverlay(I, BW, [255 255 255]);
stats = regionprops(bwlabel(Itemp), 'Area', 'Centroid', 'Perimeter',
'BoundingBox');
BoxesTemp = cat(1,stats.BoundingBox);
mask = zeros(size(Itemp,1), size(Itemp,2));
Boxes = zeros(1, size(BoxesTemp,2));
index = 1;
for x = 1:size(BoxesTemp,1)
if(stats(x).Area > 100)
Boxes(index,:) = BoxesTemp(x,:);
index=index+1;
end
end
for x = 1:size(Boxes,1)
mask1 = zeros(size(Itemp,1), size(Itemp,2));
starty = round(Boxes(x,1));
stopy = starty+round(Boxes(x,3))-1;
startx = round(Boxes(x,2));
stopx = startx+round(Boxes(x,4))-1;
mask1(startx:stopx,starty:stopy) = 1;
%mask = mask + edge(mask1);
mask = mask + imdilate(edge(mask1,'sobel'),strel('disk',2));
end
Ifinal = imoverlay(I, mask, [255 255 255]);
figure,
subplot(2,1,1)
imshow(I)
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subplot(2,1,2)
imshow(Ifinal)
hold on
for x = 1:size(Boxes,1)
mask1 = zeros(size(Itemp,1), size(Itemp,2));
starty = round(Boxes(x,1));
stopy = starty+round(Boxes(x,3))-1;
startx = round(Boxes(x,2));
stopx = startx+round(Boxes(x,4))-1;
temp = text(starty+3,startx+8,strcat(num2str(x)),'color', 'r',
'FontWeight', 'bold');
end
hold off
end

-----------------------------------------------------------
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D. MPLAB Code for PIC18f2420
/*
* File: Lunabot.c
* Author: zsabey
*
* Created on January 22, 2015, 10:56 AM
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <p18f2420.h>
#include <delays.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "stdbool.h"
#pragma config OSC = HS
//Internal oscillator block, port function on RA6 and RA7
#pragma config WDT = OFF
//Disable watchdog timer.
#pragma config FCMEN = OFF
#pragma config BORV = 3
#pragma config CPB = OFF
#pragma config CPD = OFF
#pragma config LVP = OFF
// Low-Voltage Programming Enable bit (RB4/PGM pin has PGM function, lowvoltage programming enabled)
#define LED1Pin LATAbits.LATA0 //Define LED1Pin as PORT A Pin 0
#define LED2Pin LATCbits.LATC4 //Define LED1Pin as PORT C Pin 4
#define LED3Pin LATAbits.LATA1 //Define LED1Pin as PORT A Pin 1
#define PixyImage LATCbits.LATC7 //Define PixyImage DC value as Port C Pin 7
#define FRMotor LATBbits.LATB6
#define FLMotor LATBbits.LATB7
#define BRMotor LATBbits.LATB4
#define BLMotor LATBbits.LATB5

//Define FRMotor as PORT B Pin 6
//Define FLMotor as PORT B Pin 7
//Define BRMotor as PORT B Pin 4
//Define BLMotor as PORT B Pin 5

/*
*
*/
void checkPixy(void);
void checkSense1(void);
void checkSense2(void);
void checkSense3(void);
void move_Stop(void);
void move_Forward(void);
void move_Right(void);
void move_Left(void);
//Defines all the states the car can move in
enum states {forward, right, left, forRight, forLeft, stop} state;
//The senseSTOP is used for objects within 10cm.
bool sense1STOP;
bool sense2STOP;
bool sense3STOP;
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void main()
{
TRISC = 0b10000000;
TRISB = 0b00000100;
TRISA = 0b00101100;

//Set port C as all output except C7(Pixy Digital)
//Set port B as all output except B2(Pixy Analog)
//Sets ports 5,3 and 2 as input (for Sensors)

ADCON0 = 0b00000000;
//Sets which Analog channel to perform ADC
// and sets the ADC off the ADC to save power
ADCON1 = 0b00001010;
//Sets VSS to VREF- and VDD to VREF+
// and sets only AN0-5 as analog inputs
ADCON2 = 0b00110101;
//Sets the output as right justified, no
// delay before reading and the clock as
// FOSC/8
FRMotor = 0;
FLMotor = 0;
BRMotor = 0;
BLMotor = 0;

//Set FRMotor to off
//Set FLMotor to off
//Set BRMotor to off
//Set BLMotor to off

LED1Pin = 0;
LED2Pin = 0;
LED3Pin = 0;

//Set LED1 Pin to off
//Set LED2 Pin to off
//Set LED3 Pin to off

sense1STOP = 0;
sense2STOP = 0;
sense3STOP = 0;
state = stop;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

//Sets the front sensor value to undetected
//Sets the right sensor value to undetected
//Sets the left sensor value to undetected
//Sets the state of the vehicle to stop

//The loop to run the vehicle in a continuous fashion.
//Use function calls only, with minimal hard code in the loop.
while(1)
{
ADCON0 = 0b00100001;
//Turns on the ADC and sets it to AN8.
checkPixy();
//Checks the transmitter for a forward
// or reverse movement and sets the state
// and speed
ADCON0 = 0b00001001;
//Turns on the ADC and sets it to AN2
checkSense1();
//Checks the first sensor to see if an object
// has been detected.
ADCON0 = 0b00001101;
//Turns on the ADC and sets it to AN3
checkSense2();
//Checks the first sensor to see if an object
// has been detected.
ADCON0 = 0b00010001;
//Turns on the ADC and sets it to AN4
checkSense3();
//Checks the first sensor to see if an object
// has been detected.
//With all of the information from the Pixy and the sensors,
// begin moving based on what was collected.
switch (state)
{
case forward:
//If there is an object in front of the vehicle, force a stop
if(sense1STOP)
{
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state = stop;
}
//Otherwise, continue moving forward
else
{
move_Forward();
}
break;
case right:
//If there is an object off right front, don't allow a right
// turn
if(sense2STOP)
{
state = stop;
}
//Otherwise, continue turning right
else
{
move_Right();
}
break;
case left:
//If there is an object off left front, don't allow a left
// turn
if(sense3STOP)
{
state = stop;
}
//Otherwise, continue turning left
else
{
move_Left();
}
break;
case stop:
move_Stop();
break;
default:
break;
}
}
}
//This function checks the location of the object detected by the Pixy. The ADC
// value can range from 0V (left side of image) to 3.3V (right side of image).
// The function makes a decision for how the car should move forward.
void checkPixy()
{
ADCON0bits.GO = 0b1;
//start the conversion
while(ADCON0bits.DONE);
//wait for the conversion to finish
if(ADRESH > 0b00000101 && ADRESH < 0b01000010){
state = left;
//If the object is on the middle left
}
// of the frame (0.1V-1.29V)
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else if(ADRESH > 0b01000010 && ADRESH < 0b01101011){
state = forward;
//If the object is on the middle
}
// side of the frame (1.29V-2.09V)
else if(ADRESH > 0b01101011 && ADRESH < 0b10101001){
state = right;
//If the object is on the middle right
}
// side of the frame (2.09V-3.3V)
else
{
state = stop;
}
}
//This function checks the signal coming from the first sensor (straight ahead).
//Perform ADC functions to determine if the an object has been sensed.
//Will light the LED once it is detected and mark a boolean if it is too close
// to move in that direction. (boolean used in switch/case to determine movement).
void checkSense1()
{
ADCON0bits.GO = 0b1;
//start the conversion
while(ADCON0bits.DONE);
//wait for the conversion to finish
if(ADRESH > 0b01100110){
//If the object is within 10cm (or over 1.25V)
sense1STOP = 1;
// the car cannot move in that direction
LED1Pin = 1;
}
else if(ADRESH > 0b00100110){ //If the object is within 20cm (or over 0.75V)
LED1Pin = 1;
// the LED will be lit as a warning
sense1STOP = 0;
}
else
{
sense1STOP = 0;
LED1Pin = 0;
}
}
//This function checks the signal coming from the second sensor (off left).
//Perform ADC functions to determine if the an object has been sensed.
//Will light the LED once it is detected and mark a boolean if it is too close
// to move in that direction. (boolean used in switch/case to determine movement).
void checkSense2()
{
ADCON0bits.GO = 0b1;
//start the conversion
while(ADCON0bits.DONE);
//wait for the conversion to finish
if(ADRESH > 0b01100110){
//If the object is within 10cm (or over 1.25V)
sense2STOP = 1;
// the car cannot move in that direction
LED2Pin = 1;
}
else if(ADRESH > 0b00100110){ //If the object is within 20cm (or over 0.75V)
LED2Pin = 1;
// the LED will be lit as a warning
sense2STOP = 0;
}
else
{
sense2STOP = 0;
LED2Pin = 0;
}
}
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//This function checks the signal coming from the third sensor (off right).
//Perform ADC functions to determine if the an object has been sensed.
//Will light the LED once it is detected and mark a boolean if it is too close
// to move in that direction. (boolean used in switch/case to determine movement).
void checkSense3()
{
ADCON0bits.GO = 0b1;
//start the conversion
while(ADCON0bits.DONE);
//wait for the conversion to finish
if(ADRESH > 0b01100110){
//If the object is within 10cm (or over 1.25V)
sense3STOP = 1;
// the car cannot move in that direction
LED3Pin = 1;
}
else if(ADRESH > 0b00100110){ //If the object is within 20cm (or over 0.75V)
LED3Pin = 1;
// the LED will be lit as a warning
sense3STOP = 0;
}
else
{
sense3STOP = 0;
LED3Pin = 0;
}
}
//This function sends the on/off pulse to the servo motors in order to
// move the vehicle only forward. The pulse width is determined by the speed
// setting, which is determind in checkTransmitterFR(). Controls all four
// motors at once.
void move_Stop()
{
//Set all of the output servo pins high
FRMotor = 1;
FLMotor = 1;
BRMotor = 1;
BLMotor = 1;
//In order to stop the car, 1.5ms high pulse must be sent to all servos
// followed by a 20ms low pulse
Delay1KTCYx(3);
Delay10TCYx(75);
//Turn all of the motors off and create a 20ms low pulse
FRMotor = 0;
FLMotor = 0;
BRMotor = 0;
BLMotor = 0;
Delay10KTCYx(5);
}
void move_Forward()
{
//Set all of the output servo pins high
FRMotor = 1;
FLMotor = 1;
BRMotor = 1;
BLMotor = 1;
//Create a 1.3ms delay, turn off motors FR and BL for full speed CW
Delay1KTCYx(3);
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Delay10TCYx(25);
FLMotor = 0;
BLMotor = 0;
//Create a 0.4ms delay for full speed CCW and turn off motors FL and BR
Delay100TCYx(10);
FRMotor = 0;
BRMotor = 0;
// Create a 20ms delay
Delay10KTCYx(5);
}
void move_Right() //Turn all wheels in CCW direction
{
//Set all of the output servo pins high
FRMotor = 1;
FLMotor = 1;
BRMotor = 1;
BLMotor = 1;
//Create a 1.7ms delay for full speed CCW on all motors
Delay1KTCYx(3);
Delay10TCYx(25);
Delay100TCYx(10);
FLMotor = 0;
FRMotor = 0;
BRMotor = 0;
BLMotor = 0;
// Create a 20ms delay
Delay10KTCYx(5);
}
void move_Left() //Turn all wheels in CW direction
{
//Set all of the output servo pins high
FRMotor = 1;
FLMotor = 1;
BRMotor = 1;
BLMotor = 1;
//Create a 1.3ms delay for full speed CW on all motors
Delay1KTCYx(3);
Delay10TCYx(25);
FLMotor = 0;
FRMotor = 0;
BRMotor = 0;
BLMotor = 0;
// Create a 20ms delay
Delay10KTCYx(5);
}
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